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Ch. 1. "Breathing Life Into Being":  
 

1. Oral Narrative as History: The Story of Wolf and Mouse; the significance of place; oral 
narratives are the cultural foundations of native people; Native American history began 
before humans, when plants, animals, and places of nature interacted with each other to make 
the world ready for humans. Stories weave these elements together.  

 
2. Iroquois, Maidu, and Choctaw Stories: the Sky world came first; the Woman Who Fell from 

the Sky on to Turtle's back (Turtle Island); after her death came com, squash and beans-the 
Three Sisters and tobacco, a sacred plant used in sending prayers into the sky. The first 
"mother" of the Iroquois (Aatantsic) established the pattern of female leadership. The Maidu 
creation story features Earthmaker and Coyote; the former created the physical landscape, 
while the later painted some the earth red, the color of blood. The Choctaw people were 
directed to their homeland a special Leaning Pole; they must never leave the place of their 
final destination.  

 
3. Native Stories as Historical Narrative: Native stories have life, and native people consider 

them a part of their history. Within a body of stories there are actions and reactions, 
transitions and continuance, but always survival-a central theme of the text.  

 
4. Themes of Native American History: Native American peoples faced years of near death 

resulting from successive invasions, conquests, wars, epidemics, and government policies 
brought to Turtle Island by Europeans. In large part the history of early America is a history 
of a holocaust, a tragic era in which nonnative peoples overran Native American lands, stole 
valuable resources, and forced many native people to move from their former lands. 
Displaced native peoples were forced to live in the continental interior and were promised 
lands that would be theirs "as long as the Grass shall grow and water runs." The text 
emphasizes the relationship of native people to place and the biological elements of their 
homelands. Native American history is a subject of place and time, the relationships of 
humans to the larger community, which to native people includes trees, rocks, rivers, 
mountains, hills, valleys, and other elements of the natural world.  


